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What is THE Campus?

A free-to-access resource platform providing advice from academics and university staff 
around the world, curated and edited by the THE Campus editorial team

A global community of experts where higher education teaching and research professionals 
can comment on and rate resources, bookmark articles and grow their network

A champion for teaching talent and other communities of practice providing universities 
and individuals alike with a space where they can celebrate and showcase their innovative 
work



THE Campus resources

Practical, short and to-the-point, with the time-poor 
reader in mind. Written resources are 800-1,000 
words, video resources are under five minutes

A monthly topical podcast featuring experts 
and HE professionals talking about shared 
challenges

Agenda-setting fortnightly Spotlight 
collections featuring 15-20 resources 
discussing one issue

Key topic areas:



What our contributors and readers have said

"What a fantastic resource this is! I was just meant to be browsing the different topics to get a sense of the site but 
ended up down a number of fascinating rabbit holes – I could read this site all day!" Sarah Birrell Ivory, lecturer in 
Climate Change and Business Strategy at the University of Edinburgh Business School and director of the Centre for 
Business, Climate Change and Sustainability

“Writing for THE Campus has been fantastic. I have had an editor to work with - which has been great because we’d 
bounce ideas against each other. Also, I felt like I had a critical friend who tightened and sharpened up my style and 
arguments. It was very collaborative, and we worked on several drafts to make sure that the pieces I wrote got to the 
heart of the matter and tackled trending issues of importance.” Jonathan Wilson, professor of brand strategy and 
culture at Regent’s University London

“Faith Mkwananzi and I have been overwhelmed with positive response to the op-ed! We have received many emails 
and messages from researchers, GCRF hubs, but also from those who are working for the funding bodies…Many thanks 
for publishing it.” Melis Cin, senior lecturer in education and social justice at Lancaster University
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